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communication issues. The highly anticipated Sixth
Edition builds on the strategic principles and related
tactics highlighted in previous editions to show readers
how to add value to their organizations by communicating
more effectively. Author Phillip G. Clampitt (Blair
Endowed Chair of Communication at the University of
Wisconsin–Green Bay) addresses common communication
problems experienced in organizations, including:
Communicating about major changes spanning
organizational boundaries Selecting the proper
communication technologies Transforming data into
knowledge Addressing ethical dilemmas Providing useful
performance feedback Structuring and using robust
decision-making practices Cultivating the innovative
spirit Building a world-class communication system
Anti-Cartel Enforcement in a Contemporary Age Caron
Beaton-Wells 2015-09-24 Leniency policies are seen as a
revolution in contemporary anti-cartel law enforcement.
Unique to competition law, these policies are regarded
as essential to detecting, punishing and deterring
business collusion – conduct that subverts competition
at national and global levels. Featuring contributions
from leading scholars, practitioners and enforcers from
around the world, this book probes the almost universal
adoption and zealous defence of leniency policies by
many competition authorities and others. It charts the
origins of and impetuses for the leniency movement,
captures key insights from academic research and
practical experience relating to the operation and
effectiveness of leniency policies and examines leniency
from the perspectives of corporate and individual
applicants, advisers and authorities. The book also
explores debates surrounding the intersections between
leniency and other crucial elements of the enforcement
system such as compensation, compliance and
criminalisation. The rich critical analysis in the book
draws on the disciplines of law, regulation, economics
and criminology. It makes a substantial and distinctive
contribution to the literature on a topic that is highly
significant to a wide range of actors in the field of
competition law and business regulation generally. From
the Foreword by Professor Frédéric Jenny ' ...
fundamental questions are raised and thoroughly
discussed in this book which is undoubtedly the most
comprehensive scholarly work on leniency policies
produced so far ... [the] book should be required
reading for all seeking to acquire a deeper insight into
the issues related to leniency policy. It is a priceless
contribution ... '
Advances in Visual Methodology Sarah Pink 2012-05-17 A
stunning collection of cutting-edge essays which brings
together the leading scholars in visual research.
Clearly structured, and written in an engaging and
accessible style throughout, this invigorating work will
be the 'must have' text for teachers and students of
`the visual' across the arts, humanities and social
sciences. - Elaine Campbell, Reader in Criminology,
Newcastle University This is a book about research that
takes the challenge of the internet seriously, that
rises above disciplinary difference and points to new
directions for social research. - Rob Walker, Emeritus
Professor, University of East Anglia This innovative

Late-Antique Studies in Memory of Alan Cameron William
V. Harris 2021-03-29 The classicist and historian Alan
Cameron (1938-2017) was one of the scholars who most
contributed to the refoundation of late-antique studies.
In this tribute fourteen new studies, which range from
the first century AD to the ninth, pay him homage.
Doing Qualitative Research in Psychology Michael A
Forrester 2012-08-14 Electronic Inspection Copy
available for instructors here Providing a complete
introduction to qualitative methods in psychology, this
textbook is ideal reading for anyone doing a research
methods course in psychology that includes qualitative
approaches or someone planning a practical project using
qualitative methods. Not just another research methods
book, Doing Qualitative Research in Psychology is more a
′how to do it′ manual, linked with a specifically
designed set of digitised video recordings, transcripts
and online resources to make learning about qualitative
methods as easy as possible. The primary resources are a
set of online, publically available video-recorded
interviews produced by the editor and contributors to
support student learning. The text offers useful
descriptions of how and why research questions are
formulated and explains the importance of selecting
appropriate methods for research investigations. Using
examples from the specially produced data set, it
describes four specific qualitative methods, outlining in its very clear ′how to proceed′ style - how each of
these methods can form the basis of a qualitative
methods laboratory class, practical or field study. As
well as covering key topics such as ethics, literature
reviews and interviewing, the book also describes
precisely how research reports using qualitative methods
are written up, in line with the appropriate conventions
within psychology.
Trustworthy Computing and Services Yuyu Yuan 2013-01-05
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Standard Conference on Trustworthy
Distributed Computing and Services, ISCTCS 2012, held in
Beijing, China, in May/June 2012. The 92 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 278 papers. The topics covered are architecture for
trusted computing systems, trusted computing platform,
trusted systems build, network and protocol security,
mobile network security, network survivability and other
critical theories and standard systems, credible
assessment, credible measurement and metrics, trusted
systems, trusted networks, trusted mobile network,
trusted routing, trusted software, trusted operating
systems, trusted storage, fault-tolerant computing and
other key technologies, trusted e-commerce and egovernment, trusted logistics, trusted internet of
things, trusted cloud and other trusted services and
applications.
Communicating for Managerial Effectiveness Phillip G.
Clampitt 2016-10-28 Appreciated by thousands of
thoughtful students, successful managers, and aspiring
senior leaders around the world Communicating for
Managerial Effectiveness skillfully integrates theory,
research, and real-world case studies into models
designed to guide thoughtful responses to complex
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book examines and introduces cutting edge visual methods
in social research. It explores the development of
visual methodology as a field of interdisciplinary and
post-disciplinary practice spanning scholarly and
applied concerns. Positioned at the innovative edge of
theory and practice in contemporary visual research,
Pink's engaging book goes beyond the methods, ideas and
fields of practice outlined in existing texts and
handbooks. This book examines: -How new theoretical and
methodological engagements are developing and emerging
in research practice; -the impact new approaches are
having on the types of knowledge visual research
produces and critiques; -the ways visual research
intersects with new media; -and the implications for
social and cultural research, scholarship and
intervention. This book will be essential reading for
any student or researcher thinking of using visual
methods in their own research. Sarah Pink is Professor
of Social Sciences at Loughborough University.
Sampling Essentials Johnnie Daniel 2011-05-04 "Designed
for the nontechnical researcher or generalist, this text
provides the reader with a good understanding of
sampling principles. The author gives a detailed,
nontechnical description and guidelines with limited
presentation of formulas to help reach basic research
decisions, such as when to choose a sample vs. census
and nonprobability vs. probability sampling as well as
how to select sample size and sample type. Intended for
the social and behavioral sciences, Sampling Essentials
is appropriate for undergraduate students, graduate
students, and research practitioners"-Conducting Online Surveys Valerie M. Sue 2012 This book
addresses the needs of researchers who want to conduct
surveys online. Issues discussed include sampling from
online populations, developing online and mobile
questionnaires, and administering electronic surveys,
are unique to digital surveys. Others, like creating
reliable and valid survey questions, data analysis
strategies, and writing the survey report, are common to
all survey environments. This single resource captures
the particulars of conducting digital surveys from start
to finish.
An Introduction to Fully Integrated Mixed Methods
Research Elizabeth G. Creamer 2017-02-09 This practical
book provides the tools needed to design, execute, and
evaluate fully integrated mixed methods research
studies. A uniting metaphor of the architectural arch
helps students understand the benefits of a mixed
methods approach as they consider ways to integrate the
qualitative and quantitative strands at all stages of
design and execution. With use of examples from popular
media and published research, this text also includes a
detailed discussion of ways to accomplish mixing methods
during data collection and analysis and a separate
chapter on designing and executing a realistic mixed
methods dissertation.
Principles and Practice in EU Sports Law Stephen
Weatherill 2017-08-11 Principles & Practice in EU Sports
Law provides an overview of EU Sports Law. In particular
it assesses sporting bodies' claims for legal autonomy
from the 'ordinary law' of states and international
organisations. Sporting bodies insist on using their
expertise to create a set of globally applicable rules
which should not be deviated from irrespective of the
territory on which they are applied. The application of
the lex sportiva, which refers to the conventions that
define a sport's operation, is analysed, as well as how
this is used in claims for sporting autonomy. The lex
sportiva may generate conflicts with a state or
international institution such as the European Union,
and the motives behind sporting bodies' claims in favour
of the lex sportiva's autonomy may be motivated by
concern to uphold its integrity or to preserve
commercial gain. Stephen Weatherill's text underlines
the tense relationship between lex sportiva and national
communication-n5-question-paper-2012

and regional jurisdictions which is exemplified with
specific focus on the EU. The development of EU sports
law and its controversies are detailed, reinforced by
the example of relevant legal principles in the context
of the practice of sports law. The intellectual heart of
the text endeavours to make a normative assessment of
the strength of claims in favour of sporting autonomy,
and the comparison between different jurisdictions and
sports is evident. Furthermore the enduring dilemma
facing sports lawyers running throughout the text is
whether sport should be regarded as special, and in turn
how (far) its special character should be granted legal
recognition.
The SAGE Handbook of Persuasion James Price Dillard 2013
The Second Edition of The SAGE Handbook of Persuasion:
Developments in Theory and Practice provides readers
with logical, comprehensive summaries of research in a
wide range of areas related to persuasion. From a
topical standpoint, this handbook takes an
interdisciplinary approach, covering issues that will be
of interest to interpersonal and mass communication
researchers as well as to psychologists and public
health practitioners.
Education 3.0 and eLearning Across Modalities Borden,
Jeff D. 2021-08-20 For many years, there has been a
quest to discover the best teaching and learning methods
in order to strengthen the classroom and the mind.
Researchers now know more than ever before about the
brain's impact on learning, historical triggers that
lead to deep learning, and how to scale education with
technology. Yet much of what is known is under-utilized
in the classrooms of today, if leveraged at all.
Education 3.0 and eLearning Across Modalities showcases
effective practices based on innovative initiatives,
research, and practitioner experiences from the past two
decades. The effective practices of multi-modal
learning, which are well known to practitioners but
largely unknown to the general academic, are explained
in detail while making each technique approachable and
attainable regardless of institution, size, or modality.
Covering topics such as distance learning, modern
learning technologies, and learning innovation, this
book is essential for teachers, educational software
developers, IT consultants, instructional designers,
curriculum developers, graduate students, undergraduate
students, academicians, administrators, higher education
faculty, and researchers.
A Fleet Street in Every Town Andrew Hobbs 2018-12-13 At
the heart of Victorian culture was the local weekly
newspaper. More popular than books, more widely read
than the London papers, the local press was a national
phenomenon. This book redraws the Victorian cultural
map, shifting our focus away from one centre, London,
and towards the many centres of the provinces. It offers
a new paradigm in which place, and a sense of place, are
vital to the histories of the newspaper, reading and
publishing. Hobbs offers new perspectives on the
nineteenth century from an enormous yet neglected body
of literature: the hundreds of local newspapers
published and read across England. He reveals the
people, processes and networks behind the publishing,
maintaining a unique focus on readers and what they did
with the local paper as individuals, families and
communities. Case studies and an unusual mix of
quantitative and qualitative evidence show that the vast
majority of readers preferred the local paper, because
it was about them and the places they loved. A Fleet
Street in Every Town positions the local paper at the
centre of debates on Victorian newspapers, periodicals,
reading and publishing. It reorientates our view of the
Victorian press away from metropolitan high culture and
parliamentary politics, and towards the places where
most people lived, loved and read. This is an essential
book for anybody interested in nineteenth-century print
culture, journalism and reading.
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Case Studies in Interdisciplinary Research Allen F.
Repko 2011-02-07 Case Studies in Interdisciplinary
Research successfully applies the model of the
interdisciplinary research process outlined by author
Allen F. Repko in Interdisciplinary Research, (SAGE
©2008) to a wide spectrum of challenging research
questions. Self-contained case studies, written by
leaders in interdisciplinary research, and utilizing
best-practice techniques in conducting interdisciplinary
research shows students how to apply the
interdisciplinary research process to a variety of
problems.
Doing Your Qualitative Psychology Project Sarah Riley
2012-04-04 This book is for students who are about to
embark on a qualitative research project as part of
their psychology degree. While there are a number of
books on qualitative psychological research, Doing Your
Qualitative Psychology Project is unique as it leads you
step-by-step through the process of doing your project
and writing your dissertation. The focus throughout is
on how to make your project excellent! Editors Cath
Sullivan, Stephen Gibson and Sarah C.E. Riley focus on
the steps involved in completing a qualitative
dissertation and on the decisions that you’ll need to
make as you go along.
Advances in Communication and Computational Technology
Gurdeep Singh Hura 2020-08-13 This book presents highquality peer-reviewed papers from the International
Conference on Advanced Communication and Computational
Technology (ICACCT) 2019 held at the National Institute
of Technology, Kurukshetra, India. The contents are
broadly divided into four parts: (i) Advanced Computing,
(ii) Communication and Networking, (iii) VLSI and
Embedded Systems, and (iv) Optimization Techniques.The
major focus is on emerging computing technologies and
their applications in the domain of communication and
networking. The book will prove useful for engineers and
researchers working on physical, data link and transport
layers of communication protocols. Also, this will be
useful for industry professionals interested in
manufacturing of communication devices, modems, routers
etc. with enhanced computational and data handling
capacities.
Process and Procedure in EU Administration Carol Harlow
2014-11-20 This book is about the administrative
procedures of the European Union, which we see as the
'super glue' holding in place the sprawling structures
of the EU governance system. The early chapters deal
with the structures expansively defined, the diverse
functions of administrative procedures in the EU and the
values that underpin them, concentrating on the
respective contributions of the legislature and
administration. A separate chapter deals with the
important procedural function of rights protection
through the two Community Courts and the contribution of
the European Ombudsman. We then turn to 'horizontal' or
general procedures, dealing with executive law-making,
transparency and the regulation of government
contracting. A study of Commission enforcement procedure
ends the section. 'Vertical' or sector-specific studies
in significant areas of EU administration follow,
including competition policy, cohesion policy
(structural funds) and financial services regulation.
Separate chapters deal with policing cooperation through
Europol and with the interplay of international and EU
institutions in the fields of environmental procedure
and human rights. The final chapter contains the
authors' reflections on current proposals for
codification but ends with a general evaluation of the
role and contribution of administrative procedure in the
construction of the EU.
Open Access Peter Suber 2012-07-20 A concise
introduction to the basics of open access, describing
what it is (and isn't) and showing that it is easy,
fast, inexpensive, legal, and beneficial. The Internet
communication-n5-question-paper-2012

lets us share perfect copies of our work with a
worldwide audience at virtually no cost. We take
advantage of this revolutionary opportunity when we make
our work “open access”: digital, online, free of charge,
and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions.
Open access is made possible by the Internet and
copyright-holder consent, and many authors, musicians,
filmmakers, and other creators who depend on royalties
are understandably unwilling to give their consent. But
for 350 years, scholars have written peer-reviewed
journal articles for impact, not for money, and are free
to consent to open access without losing revenue. In
this concise introduction, Peter Suber tells us what
open access is and isn't, how it benefits authors and
readers of research, how we pay for it, how it avoids
copyright problems, how it has moved from the periphery
to the mainstream, and what its future may hold.
Distilling a decade of Suber's influential writing and
thinking about open access, this is the indispensable
book on the subject for researchers, librarians,
administrators, funders, publishers, and policy makers.
The Essential Guide to Using the Web for Research Nigel
Ford 2011-10-14 This book will be vital reading for
anyone doing research, since using the web to find high
quality information is a key research skill. It
introduces beginners and experts alike to the most
effective techniques for searching the web, assessing
and organising information and using it in a range of
scenarios from undergraduate essays and projects to PhD
research. Nigel Ford shows how using the web poses
opportunities and challenges that impact on student
research at every level, and he explains the skills
needed to navigate the web and use it effectively to
produce high quality work. Ford connects online skills
to the research process. He helps readers to understand
research questions and how to answer them by
constructing arguments and presenting evidence in ways
that will enhance their impact and credibility. The book
includes clear and helpful coverage of beginner and
advanced search tools and techniques, as well as the
processes of: @!critically evaluating online information
@!creating and presenting evidence-based arguments
@!organizing, storing and sharing information
@!referencing, copyright and plagiarism. As well as
providing all the basic techniques students need to find
high quality information on the web, this book will help
readers use this information effectively in their own
research. Nigel Ford is Professor in the University of
Sheffield's Information School.
The Web at Graduation and Beyond Gottfried Vossen
2017-08-17 This book provides a comprehensive treatment
of the rapidly changing world of Web-based business
technologies and their often-disruptive innovations. The
history of the Web is a short one. Indeed many college
graduates today were not even born when the Web first
emerged. It is therefore an opportune time to view the
Web as having reached the point of graduation. The Web
has led to new ways in which businesses connect and
operate, and how individuals communicate and socialize;
related technologies include cloud computing, social
commerce, crowd sourcing, and the Internet of Things, to
name but a few. These developments, including their
technological foundations and business impacts, are at
the heart of the book. It contextualizes these topics by
providing a brief history of the World Wide Web, both in
terms of the technological evolution and its resultant
business impacts. The book was written for a broad
audience, including technology managers and students in
higher education. It is also intended as a guide for
people who grew up with a background in business
administration or engineering or a related area but who,
in the course of their career paths, have reached a
point where IT-related decisions have become their daily
business, e.g., in digital transformation. The book
describes the most important Web technologies and
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related business applications, and especially focuses on
the business implications of these technologies. As
such, it offers a solid technology- and business-focused
view on the impact of the Web, and balances rules and
approaches for strategy development and decision making
with a certain technical understanding of what goes on
“behind the scenes.”
World Population & Human Capital in the Twenty-First
Century Wolfgang Lutz 2017-10-20 Condensed into a
detailed analysis and a selection of continent-wide
datasets, this revised edition of World Population &
Human Capital in the Twenty-First Century addresses the
role of educational attainment in global population
trends and models. Presenting the full chapter text of
the original edition alongside a concise selection of
data, it summarizes past trends in fertility, mortality,
migration, and education, and examines relevant theories
to identify key determining factors. Deriving from a
global survey of hundreds of experts and five expert
meetings on as many continents, World Population & Human
Capital in the Twenty-First Century: An Overview
emphasizes alternative trends in human capital, new ways
of studying ageing and the quantification of alternative
population, and education pathways in the context of
global sustainable development. It is an ideal companion
to the county specific online Wittgenstein Centre Data
Explorer.
Effective Social Work with Children and Families Peter
Unwin 2012-02-21 Social work with children and families
is constantly in the headlines and social workers'
decisions are subject to ever increasing scrutiny at all
levels. This aspirational book supports students and
newly qualified social workers and suggests practical
ways in which they might thrive, rather than just
survive, in practice Written at a time when Social Work
Reform Board and the Munro Enquiry are charged with
looking at issues of effectiveness within children and
families social work, the book tackles the different
challenges that students and practitioners can be faced
with, outlining common pitfalls and how to avoid these.
Key topics covered include: - Legislation and policy Child development - Safeguarding and child protection Assessment - Communication - Looking after yourself
Reflective questions are used throughout the book,
ensuring that students critically evaluate their own
practice. Case examples and case studies drawn from the
authors' recent practice are included throughout the
book to illuminate the realities of contemporary social
work with children and families. This text will be
essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate
students, particularly as they prepare to go on
placement. It will also provide valuable reading for
qualified social workers who are interested in fresh and
effective approaches to practice.
The EU and Nanotechnologies Tanja Ehnert 2017-08-10 This
book investigates the role of law in confronting major
societal transformations embodied by the emergence of
nanotechnologies. Taking the case of the European Union,
it explores who the key decision-makers in the
regulation of nanotechnologies are and how they take
decisions. The questions are explored through two
distinct case studies: the food and chemicals sectors.
The book charts an incremental retreat of the European
Union to its executive powers, including 'soft law'
measures such as agencies' guidelines or implementing
measures. This, the author argues, results in the
Union's fundamental democratic control mechanisms, the
EU legislature and the Court of Justice of the EU, being
circumvented. The book recommends several immediate
proposals to reform EU risk regulation, advocating a
greater reliance on the European Parliament and
outlining measures to increase the transparency of
guidance drafting by EU agencies. This important work
provides a timely examination of how emerging
technologies pose both regulatory and democratic
communication-n5-question-paper-2012

challenges.
Researching Organizations Matthew Jones 2014-02-17
Although there are plenty of books that discuss the
principles, the philosophy and the techniques of
research in organisations, it is much harder to find
information on what doing research in organisations
actually involves in practice. Yet this is often one of
the most challenging, but also most interesting, aspects
of a study. Drawing on examples and debates from a broad
range of disciplines (such as criminology, education and
social anthropology as well management) Researching
Organisations explores the issues that researchers may
encounter when carrying out fieldwork in organisations.
From getting in to an organisation at the start of the
research to getting out and maybe back again at the end,
the book offers systematic guidance to help researchers
navigate the messy reality of fieldwork. Researching
Organisations is designed for graduate level researchers
who may be undertaking fieldwork for the first time, but
also for those who wish to gain an understanding of
research practice.
Instrumentation, Measurement, Circuits and Systems
Tianbiao Zhang 2012-03-09 The volume includes a set of
selected papers extended and revised from the 2011
International Conference on Mechanical Engineering and
Technology, held on London, UK, November 24-25, 2011.
Mechanical engineering technology is the application of
physical principles and current technological
developments to the creation of useful machinery and
operation design. Technologies such as solid models may
be used as the basis for finite element analysis (FEA)
and / or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) of the
design. Through the application of computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM), the models may also be used
directly by software to create "instructions" for the
manufacture of objects represented by the models,
through computer numerically controlled (CNC) machining
or other automated processes, without the need for
intermediate drawings. This volume covers the subject
areas of mechanical engineering and technology, and also
covers interdisciplinary subject areas of computers,
communications, control and automation. We hope that
researchers, graduate students and other interested
readers benefit scientifically from the book and also
find it stimulating in the process.
ECMLG2015-11th European Conference on Management
Leadership and Governance José Carlos Dias Rouco
2015-10-26 These Proceedings represent the work of
contributors to the 11th European Conference on
Management Leadership and Governance held this year at
the Military Academy, Lisbon, Portugal on the 12-13
November 2015 The Conference Chair is Major-General Joao
Vieira Borges from and the Pro-gramme Chair is
Lieutenant-Colonel Jose Carlos Dias Rouco, both from the
Mili-tary Academy, Lisbon, Portugal. Keynote
presentations are given by Colonel Nuno Lemos Pires from
the Military Academy and Lt Col Paulo Fernando Viegas
Nunes from the National Defence Institute, Lisbon,
Portugal. The Conference offers an opportunity for
scholars and practitioners interested in the issues
related to Management, Leadership and Governance to
share their thinking and research findings. These fields
of study are broadly described as including issues
related to the management of the organisations'
resources, the interface between senior management and
the formal governance of the organi-sation. This
Conference provides a forum for discussion,
collaboration and intel-lectual exchange for all those
interested in any of these fields of research or
practice. With an initial submission of 163 abstracts,
after the double blind, peer review process there are 64
Academic research Papers, 8 PhD Research Papers and 2
Masters research paper in these Conference Proceedings.
These papers reflect the truly global nature of research
in the area with contributions from Belgium, Canada,
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China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lithuania,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Republic of
Korea, Romania, Russia, Scotland, South Africa, Syria,
The Netherlands, Turkey, UAE, UK, United Arab Emirates,
USA."
Engagement and Therapeutic Communication in Mental
Health Nursing Sandra Walker 2014-05-16 Being able to
engage with service users and communicate effectively is
a fundamental skill identified by the NMC and required
of all mental health nurses. The reality is that
building rapport and developing therapeutic
relationships does not come instinctively for everyone.
The authors have responded to this with a book that
explains the different communication theories and models
and goes on to show students how they work in the real
world. Innovative exercises encourage reflection and
enable students to practice their developing
communication skills as they progress. Throughout the
book the authors are focussed on promoting recovery and
have put the service user at the centre of the
discussion, ensuring that their voice is heard. Key
features: - Covers the communication content of the new
NMC Standards and Essential Skills Clusters for preregistration degree-level nursing education - Focussed
on promoting recovery and adopts a person-centred
approach - Interactive style using realistic scenarios
and case studies making theory easy to apply to practice
- Includes a chapter co-authored by a service user
offering a unique insight.
Advances in Computational Intelligence, Part I Salvatore
Greco 2012-07-20 These four volumes (CCIS 297, 298, 299,
300) constitute the proceedings of the 14th
International Conference on Information Processing and
Management of Uncertainty in Knowledge-Based Systems,
IPMU 2012, held in Catania, Italy, in July 2012. The 258
revised full papers presented together with six invited
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on fuzzy machine learning and on-line modeling;
computing with words and decision making; soft computing
in computer vision; rough sets and complex data
analysis: theory and applications; intelligent databases
and information system; information fusion systems;
philosophical and methodological aspects of soft
computing; basic issues in rough sets; 40th anniversary
of the measures of fuziness; SPS11 uncertainty in
profiling systems and applications; handling uncertainty
with copulas; formal methods to deal with uncertainty of
many-valued events; linguistic summarization and
description of data; fuzzy implications: theory and
applications; sensing and data mining for teaching and
learning; theory and applications of intuitionistic
fuzzy sets; approximate aspects of data mining and
database analytics; fuzzy numbers and their
applications; information processing and management of
uncertainty in knowledge-based systems; aggregation
functions; imprecise probabilities; probabilistic
graphical models with imprecision: theory and
applications; belief function theory: basics and/or
applications; fuzzy uncertainty in economics and
business; new trends in De Finetti's approach; fuzzy
measures and integrals; multicriteria decision making;
uncertainty in privacy and security; uncertainty in the
spirit of Pietro Benvenuti; coopetition; game theory;
probabilistic approach.
Statistical Power Analysis for the Behavioral Sciences
Jacob Cohen 2013-05-13 Statistical Power Analysis is a
nontechnical guide to power analysis in research
planning that provides users of applied statistics with
the tools they need for more effective analysis. The
Second Edition includes: * a chapter covering power
analysis in set correlation and multivariate methods; *
a chapter considering effect size, psychometric
reliability, and the efficacy of "qualifying" dependent
communication-n5-question-paper-2012

variables and; * expanded power and sample size tables
for multiple regression/correlation.
Entrepreneurship and Business Management Ralph Borsella
2016-05-31 Globalization has fueled the growth of
entrepreneurship. Starting a new venture involves risk
taking as well as capital investment. This book delves
into all the varied aspects of entrepreneurship. The
impact of economic policies, finances, opportunity and
capacity are some of the topics covered in this text. It
will prove beneficial to students, scholars,
professionals, aspiring entrepreneurs, etc.
Understanding Research with Children and Young People
Alison Clark 2014-01-01 How do views about children
shape research concerned with their lives? What
different forms can research with children take? What
ethical issues does it involve? How does it impact on
policy and practice, and on the lives of children
themselves? This book helps you to understand how
research is designed and carried out to explore
questions about the lives of children and young people.
It tackles the methodological, practical and ethical
challenges involved, and features examples of actual
research that illustrate: Different strategies for
carrying out research Common challenges that arise in
the research process Varying modes of engagement that
researchers can adopt with participants and audiences;
and The impact that research can have on future studies,
policy and practice.
JSL Vol 26-N5 JOURNAL OF SCHOOL LEADERSHIP 2017-01-12
JSL invites the submission of manuscripts that
contribute to the exchange of ideas and scholarship
about schools and leadership. All theoretical and
methological approaches are welcome. We do not advocate
or practice a bias toward any mode of inquiry (e.g.,
qualitative vs. quantitative; empirical vs. conceptual;
discipline-based vs. interdisciplinary) and instead
operate from the assumption that all careful and
methodologically sound research has the potential to
contribute to our understanding of school leadership. We
strongly encourage authors to consider both the local
and global implications of their work. The journal’s
goal is to clearly communicate with a diverse audience
including both school-based and university-based
educators. The journal embraces a board conception of
school leadership and welcomes manuscripts that reflect
the diversity of ways in which this term is understood.
The journal is interested not only in manuscripts that
focus on administrative leadership in schools and school
districts, but also in manuscripts that inquire about
teacher, student, parent, and community leadership.
Communicating for Managerial Effectiveness Phillip G.
Clampitt 1991-01-01 Managers aiming for effective
communication should look no further than this original
volume. Rather than simply offering a skill-building
approach to communication, Communicating for Managerial
Effectiveness analyzes the challenges facing managers
and suggests creative action plans to resolve critical
corporate dilemmas. Based on research gathered from
within organizations, case studies bring organizational
problems to light and present new issues, such as
interdepartmental communication and communication
ethics.
Using Narrative in Research Christine Bold 2011-10-26
Serving as an introduction to narrative methods and
narrative analysis, Christine Bold's new book provides
students, researchers, and other professionals with an
introduction to the theory and practice of narrative
approaches in research. This book does everything that a
methods book needs to do. It is practical, yet sets out
the theory and history behind the approach, and it looks
explicitly at design, ethics, data gathering, data
analysis and writing as an ongoing process of narrative
research. Bold's text deals comprehensively with
conceptual issues within narrative research and is
driven throughout by a range of real research specific
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examples of narrative analysis in action.
The Oxford Handbook of Financial Regulation Niamh
Moloney 2015-08-27 The financial system and its
regulation have undergone exponential growth and
dramatic reform over the last thirty years. This period
has witnessed major developments in the nature and
intensity of financial markets, as well as repeated
cycles of regulatory reform and development, often
linked to crisis conditions. The recent financial crisis
has led to unparalleled interest in financial regulation
from policymakers, economists, legal practitioners, and
the academic community, and has prompted large-scale
regulatory reform. The Oxford Handbook of Financial
Regulation is the first comprehensive, authoritative,
and state of the art account of the nature of financial
regulation. Written by an international team of leading
scholars in the field, it takes a contextual and
comparative approach to examine scholarly, policy, and
regulatory developments in the past three decades. The
first three parts of the Handbook address the
underpinning horizontal themes which arise in financial
regulation: financial systems and regulation; the
organization of financial system regulation, including
regional examples from the EU and the US; and the
delivery of outcomes and regulatory techniques. The
final three Parts address the perennial objectives of
financial regulation, widely regarded as the anchors of
financial regulation internationally: financial
stability, market efficiency, integrity, and
transparency; and consumer protection. The Oxford
Handbook of Financial Regulation is an invaluable
resource for scholars and students of financial
regulation, economists, policy-makers and regulators.
Visualizing Social Science Research Johannes Wheeldon
2011-07-12 This introductory text presents basic
principles of social science research through maps,
graphs, and diagrams. The authors show how concept maps
and mind maps can be used in quantitative, qualitative,
and mixed methods research, using student-friendly
examples and classroom-based activities. Integrating
theory and practice, chapters show how to use these
tools to plan research projects, "see" analysis
strategies, and assist in the development and writing of
research reports.
Doing Sensory Ethnography Sarah Pink 2015-02-09 This
bold agenda-setting title continues to spearhead
interdisciplinary, multisensory research into
experience, knowledge and practice. Drawing on an
explosion of new, cutting edge research Sarah Pink uses
real world examples to bring this innovative area of
study to life. She encourages us to challenge, revise
and rethink core components of ethnography including
interviews, participant observation and doing research
in a digital world. The book provides an important
framework for thinking about sensory ethnography
stressing the numerous ways that smell, taste, touch and
vision can be interconnected and interrelated within
research. Bursting with practical advice on how to

communication-n5-question-paper-2012

effectively conduct and share sensory ethnography this
is an important, original book, relevant to all branches
of social sciences and humanities.
Educational Psychology National Learning Corporation
1997-02 The DSST (Defense Activity for Non-Traditional
Education Support) Subject Standardized Tests are
comprehensive college and graduate level examinations
given by the Armed Forces, colleges and graduate
schools. These exams enable students to earn college
credit for what they have learned through self-study, on
the job, or by other non-traditional means.
Designing and Doing Survey Research Lesley Andres
2012-03-22 Designing and Doing Survey Research is an
introduction to the processes and methods of planning
and conducting survey research in the real world. Taking
a mixed method approach throughout, the book provides
step-by-step guidance on: • Designing your research •
Ethical issues • Developing your survey questions •
Sampling • Budgeting, scheduling and managing your time
• Administering your survey • Preparing for data
analysis With a focus on the impact of new technologies,
this book provides a cutting-edge look at how survey
research is conducted today as well as the challenges
survey researchers face. Packed full of international
examples from various social science disciplines, the
book is ideal for students and researchers new to survey
research. Available with Perusall—an eBook that makes it
easier to prepare for class Perusall is an award-winning
eBook platform featuring social annotation tools that
allow students and instructors to collaboratively mark
up and discuss their SAGE textbook. Backed by research
and supported by technological innovations developed at
Harvard University, this process of learning through
collaborative annotation keeps your students engaged and
makes teaching easier and more effective. Learn more.
The Readmission of Asylum Seekers under International
Law Mariagiulia Giuffré 2020-02-20 This monograph could
not be more timely, as discourses relating to refugees'
access to territory, rescue at sea, push-back, and pushback by proxy dominate political debate. Looking at the
questions which lie at the junction of migration control
and refugee law standards, it explores the extent to
which readmission can hamper refugees' access to
protection. Though it draws mainly on European law,
notably the European Convention on Human Rights, it also
examines other international frameworks, including those
employed by the United Nations and instruments such as
the Refugee Convention. Therefore, this book is of
importance to readers of international law, refugee law,
human rights and migration studies at the global level.
It offers an analysis of both the legal and policy
questions at play, and engages fully with widelydisputed cases concerning readmission agreements,
deportation with assurances and interception at sea. By
so doing, this book seeks to clarify a complex field
which has at times suffered from partiality in both its
terminology and substance.
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